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ABOUT US

If you’re an indie, you belong.

If you’re thinking about being an indie, you belong.

If you like the indie community, you belong.

If you’re fl irting with the idea of maybe checking out
indie creatives, you belong.

You belong!

DO YOU BELONG? 



WIW ON INSTA

Then joining a prompt challenge could be just
what you need!  And, this October, WIW is
running their #WIWPREPTOBER challenge.

It ’s aimed at those preparing for NaNoWriMo
but even of you are not, you can sti l l join in as
many of the prompts can be done by anyone.  

Do you ever struggle with
what to post on Instagram? 

Are you looking to connect
with like minded people?

TOP TIPS 

1.  Have fun! There is no pressure to post every day
or for every prompt.  
2. Use the hastag #WIWPREPTOBER to help others
taking part find you. 
3. Follow the hashtag #WIWPREPTOBER.  This will
help you discover others taking part.
4. Be sure to follow @worldindiewarriors on
Instagram.  We’ll be doing the challenge and
sharing top indie news like our other upcoming
events. . . .  
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JAPANESE FOLKLORE

Are You Ready for the Great Yōkai
Boom?

By Xander Cross, indie author,
artist, and armchair folklorist

WITH XANDER CROSS

I want to advise you to prepare for a
whole new breed of monsters arriving
from the Far East, but it ’s already too
late. They’re here, and have been with
us for decades, quietly lurking in anime,
manga, and video games. In fact, I ’ l l bet
you have heard of a few. Don’t believe
me? How about Pokémon and its
subsequent clones? Have you seen
images of turtles with bowls carved into
their heads? Or adorable raccoon-like
creatures, long-nosed red men with crow
wings, and perhaps talking foxes with
multiple tails? 

I ’m speaking about yōkai, from the
Japanese kanji for
beautiful/bewitching/calamity, and
specter/mystery. The word is an
umbrella term for an wide assortment of
diverse otherworldly beings that are a
combination of demon, faerie, and spirit .
They can be animals or old objects. Most
are mischievous, some downright
malevolent. Yōkai, also known as
‘ayakashi, ’ are the go-to when something
strange occurs and the rational mind
requires an explanation for which it is
bereft.

But just what is it that
we’ve tapped into, and
why does it matter? 

Recently, these beings have exported
themselves from Japan via popular
entertainment, and at last, they have
come to our l iterature. Western writers
are no less inspired by the latest yōkai
wave and have become ambassadors, if
you will , bringing these legends home
and, thanks to social media, spreading
them throughout out the world. I am one
such. 

There aren’t many of us — yet — but we
are a growing subgenre in the fiction
category. Wattpad is fi l led with fanfics
devoted to popular yōkai characters
from anime, and more recently, the drive
toward original stories and characters
has been trending. Alas, mainstream
hasn’t quite gotten around to
recognizing us, so most of us go indie. 



JAPANESE FOLKLORE
WITH XANDER CROSS

To understand the yōkai phenomenon,
we have to delve briefly into the murky
history of Japanese folklore. I promise
not to bore you with incessant details of
this or that thing, nor do I consider
myself at all an expert. I am merely a
student applying what I have learned
into my creative space.

The subject is complicated, not merely
on account of the creatures themselves,
but in part due to the environment.
Japan is a group of large islands
surrounded by a lot water. The region is
mountainous with narrow, rocky coasts,
and longdistance travel in older times
required a fair bit more effort than
hopping a train. Entire vil lages were
isolated from one another, and so the
stories they developed about
otherworldly denizens and their matters
are known to diverge. 

Japanese mythology For example, let us take the Shintō
kami, Inari . In vil lages with an
agricultural base to their economy, it
appears that Inari takes a feminine
goddess shape, while in another
vil lage, a blacksmith would ask for
the blessing of a male Inari . The
Japanese are in no way bothered by
this. Gods and spirits do as they will ,
and no one is starting wars over
whether Inari is male or female. 

What is left for the Western
researcher is often a confusing mix of
folklore. As in nature, the
manifestations belong to themselves
and humans are merely observers,
not necessarily definers. This is quite
alien to the Western model, which
uses Occam’s Razor to cut a thing to
its smallest constituent parts, in the
hope that such scrutiny will unveil
hard and indisputable facts that we
can label for posterit . 
Researching yōkai lure is no easy feat
for the non-Japanese, especially for
those of us who cannot speak the
language. One must comb through
the writings and entertainment
available, and hope it has been
translated correctly. Fortunately,
there are a variety of books on the
subject. Bestiaries categorizing yōkai
have been published for centuries. In
Japan, the supernatural is oft the
subject of dramas and plays, another
way in which popular folktales were
recorded and passed down. Like
monsters the world over, yōkai
continually resurge into the
mainstream.



JAPANESE FOLKLORE
WITH XANDER CROSS

Although this is conjecture and requires
further inquiry, there may be a correlated
pattern of popularity after times of strife.
More recently, this manifested with Ghibli
Studios post-World War II . This time,
however, the yōkai wave did not merely roll
in with the tide and back out again. Thanks
to modern media and the entertainment
industry, these mystical beasts went farther
afield than ever before in history. Anime
exported from Japan, steadily gaining a
popularity that has become more and more
mainstream in the West. As a result, yōkai
entered into the l iving rooms of those who
had never known they existed prior.

Naturally, inspiration followed, and now
there is not a continent in the world (maybe
excluding Antarctica, but who knows?) that
does not have devoted fans of the subject.
And if we yōkai writers and artists seem
rare now, I believe that wil l change in the
next ten years.

Yōkai have been influencing art for
millennia, and that statement is even more
true today. A casual perusal of Pinterest or
a quick browser search will show you
mill ions of stories and art inspired by
Japanese folklore. But it must be said that
in addition to writing and drawing,
costume runs a close parallel . Besides Noh
theatre, there are pageants where
Japanese men and women dress in kitsune
(fox) masks and take to the streets in a
procession on New Years Eve. Kitsune no
Yomeiri, or ceremonial fox weddings, also
incorporate the kitsune no men (fox mask).
  

What’s Cosplay Got To Do
With It?

More recently, it is not unheard of
for people around the world to
dress up as their favorite characters,
either original or fan-based. It ’s
called cosplay, short for costume
play, and it ’s one part hobby, one
part obsession. There are hashtags
devoted to the fandom, and yōkai
certainly have their own place in
this. 

I found myself no less bitten by that
bug, and in January 2017, began my
odyssey to perfect the cosplay of my
favorite yōkai, the kitsune. This part
of my journey led to creating
Hayate, the main character of The
Atlas Dystopia Apocalyptica. But it
did more than that for me. What
started as a ‘ lulz’ for my ten whole
Google Plus friends turned into
something bigger when I landed on
Instagram. 



JAPANESE FOLKLORE
WITH XANDER CROSS

Little did I know when I began
throwing up images of myself dressed
as a Japanese demon fox that anything
would come of it, except, perhaps, lost
followers. Instead, I found my tribe. I
subscribed to the #kitsune hashtags,
and low and behold! I wasn’t the only
one putting on a Japanese fox mask
and taking pics! The images I saw
inspired me to go further, which drew
more of an audience as the quality of
my work improved. 

Best of all , I was introducing a beautiful
and beguil ing creature to many who
had never heard of such things. There
were also those who appreciated the
artistry of what I was doing, of course,
having previous knowledge of the
Japanese supernatural bestiary, but it
was the first group that gave me a
strange sense of purpose in my
madness. And that is how I became a
self-proclaimed yōkai ambassador.

The cosplay went a step further,
however, becoming the nightly covers
for an Instagram novella series entitled
Come by Night. Before I knew it, there
was a devoted audience tuning in to
find out what happened to the
characters Hotaru and Isamu. The final
arc of this Paranormal Romance
between a thirty-something woman and
her fox lover, “Kitsune no Yomeiri” runs
nightly from late August 2020 until it
is done, l ikely into November.

Between the novellas and the artistic
photography, I found a way to introduce
yōkai to a wider audience, and draw my
fellow ayakashi lovers, who have been
waiting for the great yōkai explosion to begin
in earnest. My epic Supernatural Cyberpunk
series, The Atlas Dystopia Apocalyptica was
inspired by anime and light novels, and yōkai
most especially, and follows the first hand
memoirs of a demon fox in a Japanese
dystopia. Thus, the campy photo shoots that
began as a lark became a necessary part of
my marketing strategy, an important Show
over Tell to intrigue an English-speaking
audience with something that is ancient,
exotic, and excitingly new.

Although not the easiest subject to tackle, it
is no less a delight to work with such a rich
tapestry of folklore. There is endless
fascination to be found in such creatures that
invoke horror and desire, these scapegoats
for the ‘ lower’ passions and basic instincts
found in the human animal. Thus divine and
profane in nature as we ourselves are, yōkai
l ikewise lure and repel, and sooner or later,
you may find yourself coming to know them,
too.



WIW ON FACEBOOK

WORKSHOPS

10 OCT 2020

WIW host workshops via Zoom
on their Facebook page.  

Join WORLD INDIE WARRIORS
MEMBERS for FREE on 
 Facebook.” Miss this? 

J D Groom is delivering a workshop on her
STORY BIBLE! 

What is it? A super cool method to collect,
store, organise, everything about your novel! 

Never 
Miss out
Again!

Join our FREE members page on Word Press to get access to
exvlusive content, including a replay of l ive workshops.  

www.worldindiewarriors.com

NANOWRIMO
Writing Sprints

Nov Live



CREATING CINDERELLA

Twelve fresh takes on the Cinderella fairy tale
with the net proceeds going to Australian
wildlife relief. Creating Cinderella - Retold Fairy
Tales is a collection of new and innovative
stories, turning the Cinderella tale we know on
its head. Explore these new stories and discover
the power of transformation as each tale takes
on the legend.  

. 

Raising money for charity.. .

RETOLD FAIRY TALES

The net proceeds will be going to Wires, an Australian
wildlife charity that has been involved in helping our
wildlife recover from the devastating fires that tore
through our beautiful country. It is estimated that nearly
three bil l ion animals perished in those catastrophic fires or
were displaced. 

This book was self-published by the
wonderful K.A. Miltimore, the author
who came up with this idea, who
brought all twelve of us together and
who has worked tirelessly to make
this thing happen. 
 

Authors include:

K.A. Miltimore
E.H. Alger
Rachel Nightingale
Natasa Xerri 
Helen Whistberry
Julie Embleton
Elizabeth Belt
N.P. Conti
Theophanes Avery
Ian Donnell Arbuckle
Katerina Dennison 
Carla Piccione

The cover art was also done by one of the
authors, E.H. Alger. The front includes
various elements from each of our stories,
while the back cover is represented by our
beautiful Aussie animals who have suffered
the most during the fires. 

AVAILABLE ON KINDLE OR PAPERBACK FROM AMAZON

K. A. Miltimore E. H. Alger

To kick off 2020, WIW held a giveaway to raise money &
awareness of the devastating wildfires in Australia,.

They still need help!  
And, that's what this anthology is doing.



BEHIND THE BOOK

Author Douglas S. Pierce agreed to
answer some questions about his Hig
Fantasy series Seeds of Hope.  

In your Seeds of Hope
series there is a musical
theme.  Tell more about
this?

WITH DOUGLAS S. PIERCE

A: Music is the basis for most of the
magick in this series. Every l iving being
has its own unique ta’ir — or song — that
reveals its history, its emotional state,
and sometimes even its intentions.
Humans and animals cannot normally
hear ta’irs, not even their own. But the
Fae of my world used to have the
inherent abil ity to hear the ta’irs of
themselves and others and even to
manipulate the world around them
through connecting their personal ta’ir to
the Na’amweh Ta’ir — or the Song of
Creation — but somehow, most of the
Fae have lost their abil ity to do that. At
the beginning of he series, Mouse — the
male lead — has the abil ity to hear the
songs of other people even though he is
human. He doesn’t know why he can
hear music coming from each person he
meets or what it all means, but it gives
him insight into who they are and what
they intend to do — when he listens
properly. Seldy, the female lead, is the
only person he’s ever met who doesn’t
have a song of her own, and that
mystery of why she doesn’t have a song,
and what that means is central to the
first two books of the series. 

In Seeds of Hope (book 1),
Mouse is gifted a flute. 
 Are you able to play an
instrument?  

In Seeds of Hope (book 1), Mouse is
gifted a flute.  Are you able to play an
instrument?  

How did you plan this
series? Worldbuilding,
characters, plot, etc?

A: The genesis of this world truly started
with watching the movie Avatar. I was
enchanted by the idea of a shattered
world where islands could float in the
sky, and where every land was
separated by open skies, so that travel
between different islands could only take
place by flying from one to another. So,
I began by constructing a world that
was shattered, and figuring out why it
had been broken, and then the
mechanics of how the pieces all stayed
together enough to sti l l be one world,
and the story began to build itself . The
characters and a lot of the backstory
was developed when I use that world
for fantasy role playing online with
friends and family, and then once I had
a solid enough foundation, I began to
write the story itself .



BEHIND THE BOOK

How many books do you
envision in the Seeds of
Hope series & why did you
choose to self publish? 

WITH DOUGLAS S. PIERCE

A: I am working on book three, The
Guardian’s Quest, and I believe that
there will be one or two more books
after that, at least for the core series. 

What books/films are most
like Seeds of Hope?

A: Patrick Rothfuss’ series The Kingkil ler
Chronicles (The Name of the Wind, The
Wise Man’s Fear, The Slow Regard for
Silent Things) are a huge inspiration.
Another is George R. R. Martin’s A Song
of Ice and Fire series of books and the
HBO show Game of Thrones based on
that series. A new series on Netfl ix that
just came out, called Cursed is also
really good.  

Now let’s move on to
discuss your latest
release, an Urban
Fantasy, Omega Rising.. .

You recently released book
1 in the Omega Rising
series.  What drew you to
write urban fantasy? 
A: I have been a fan of Urban Fantasy
ever since watching the HBO series True
Blood and reading many of the Sookie
Stackhouse novels it was based on. I ’ve
also enjoyed reading Jim Butcher, and
I’ve really enjoyed reading N.M. Thorn’s
books The Burns Fire, and The Burns
Path. I really love how urban fantasy
allows you to draw on the real world
and just inject a l itt le bit of magick into
it . 

Did you follow the same
method for planning and
publishing this book?  

A: Not at all . In fact, Omega Rising had
been written many years before the
Seeds of Hope series. It began as blog I
wrote in the early- to mid- 2000’s and
then turned into a novel around 2010. I
self-published it in 2011 through a
website I ’d rather not name, and it
didn’t do much. It languished, largely
forgotten until my father fell i l l in
September of last year. I used the time I
was taking off from work to work on
revising it and getting professionally
edited and prepared for publication.



A: Wow, what a great question.
Selfishly, I ’d l ike to say my parents, who
have both died in the last three years or
so. . .but honestly, while I miss them, I
don’t really want to see them as undead,
and prefer that they enjoy the respite
from pain and suffering that they both
enjoy now. I think any child that has
died should be brought back into l ife so
that they can live a full l ife, and that
their parents and loved ones would no
longer suffer from their loss.

BEHIND THE BOOK

Discover how to connect woth Douglas
S. Pierce on Social Media by visiting
out Meet the Warriors page.  

This character dies on
Halloween and resurrects.
Who would you most like to
bring back from the dead? 

WITH DOUGLAS S. PIERCE

In urban fantasy, you only need to
make up that which is truly different or
unique and that which is important for
the story you want to tell — and then
find litt le ways of showing how it would
all be possible to exist in our world for
real, and just be hidden or explained
away.

Can you tell us about how
it differed using the real
world as a fantasy setting
as opposed to a made up
setting? 

A: Yes! I love the challenge of using the
real world, and finding ways of inserting
magick into it that could be potentially
explained in ways that we all currently
explain away magick in our daily l ives.
In a ‘normal’ fantasy setting, you have
to create everything, from cultures and
societies, to the land, the plants, and the
animals as well .

What books/films are most
like Omega Rising? (I.e. if
you like X you’ll like OR)

A. The Sookie Stackhouse novels by
Charlaine Harris (I believe), True Blood
— the HBO series based on those books,
anything by Jim Butcher, and then
RoboCop, Terminator, and of course,
Frankenstein and any of its derivatives!

For more Behind The Book interviews

check out Ally Aldridge’s blog. 

WWW.ALLYALDRIDGE .COM



INDIE EVENTS

Each day throughout
December, we will be
welcoming a children’s
#IndieAuthor from across the
globe to feature one of their
books. There will be other
features throughout the day
with #Jokes #Fun #Games
and maybe a #Giveaway or
two?

Don’t forget to visit the
author’s pages or websites
and #Like & #Share their
posts. Thank you, have fun,
and don’t forget to peek in
daily. Happy Reading  ��
��

https://adventmyfriend.com/
79307/abb3c46950/ 

LIVELIVE
WIW World Indie Warriors

We have a number of live
events for you to enjoy,
from NaNo support to

short courses.

visit us to learn more
www.worldindiewarriors.com



BOOK BLOGGER

MAGIC BOOK CORNER

Welcome to  my Magic Book Corner. It 's quirky and fun and pretty much me; a
hopeless romantic and fantasy addict.

Me and my big dragon Jeff, the handsome big guy on my profi le pic, are always
on the hunt for new bookish gems to add to our hoard.

Yep. I 'm talking about the dragon. And yes, you heard that right. His name is Jeff
and he is mine.

Enter Jeff is the fierce guardian of my blog, The Magic Book Corner - a book
review and cover art blog that strives to cover Fantasy and Romance with all their
sub-genres.

Jeff and I both are huge Indie author supporters and have quite a lot going on over
on our social media feed. If you want to check out our adventures, inclusive of a
treasure hunt, fan art for books we love, funny quotes and awesome art
showcases, come visit us. 

LAURA D CHILD

MEET



MY LIFE IN MUGS
J D GROOM

#WRITERSLIFE

Hello there. You can call me Jodie, rather than my pen name. I ’m a mom by
day and an author by night, with a bit of World Indie Warriors admin and
other projects sprinkled in between. I l ive in West Yorkshire in England, in an
area known as Brontë Country, sandwiched between the Yorkshire Dales and
the northern cities of Bradford and Leeds.

Here is my day in mugs!

Home from the school run, which is a l itt le
earlier than normal due to new Corona
procedures, and my lovely husband has made
me a coffee. Time to look over social media and
check emails, I may even post on my own
channels. This mug is from a local artist who I
love and I have many of her prints dotted
around the house.8:55

am

9:45am

You’ve caught me on a Formula 1 weekend (My
other love!) so I ’ l l be sitting in front of the tv for
several hours today while the cars go out and
practice. I ’ l l use this time to plan some future
social media posts, look at my blog and journal,
perhaps plan out a scene and do some writing,
or even do some tasks for World Indie Warriors.
I have coffee, so l ife is good!



MY LIFE IN MUGS
J D GROOM

#WRITERSLIFE

1:00pm

Writing time!

I ’ve gone for the matching look here, mug and
coaster. These are for Sorceress of Truth, the
first book in my series, and there are only two
of each in the whole world so it feels quite
special . I ’m currently writing Sorceress of Flame,
the sequel, but family l ife takes priority so I ’ l l
dip in and out throughout the rest of the day as
I navigate school pickup, cooking dinner and
bath time.

10:0
0pm

I ’m really struggling with my current scene
and I need to figure something out with the
plot, so I ’m heading into the l iving room to
watch some tv with a tea. When it ’s dark
and everyone else in the house has gone to
bed, I love to stay up and watch ghost
hunting shows.



SOON
Coming 

NEW RELEASES



THINKING ABOUT 
GOING INDIE?

Foe a long time  I was scared to self publish. 
 Finally, I overcome my fear and now my debut
movel OCEAN HEART can be preordered, and
officially releases on 1 Dec.  

FEARS

One of my biggest
fears was doing it
wrong.  I didn’t even
know where to start.  

I overcame this
fear by joining
WIW & learning
from the members. 

Confidence in
myself.  I wanted an
agent to confirm I’m
good enough. 

Listening to author
P S Malcolm’s
expert mindset
advice in her
Paperback Kingdom
course.  

The cost of the
services required to
publish my book. 

How can I expect
anyone to invest in
me if I won’t invest
in myself? 

Not having the
contacts or
knowledge to market
my book.  

Even traditionally
published authors
have to do their
own marketing
unless they’re a
big name.  

What if my book
flops? 

Better to know then
wonder what if . . .



THINKING ABOUT 
GOING INDIE?

Here are 3 initial tips to help you get started without spending a penny: 

JOIN WORLD INDIE WARRIORS

If you haven’t done this yet, go do it now! WIW is all about raising indie
voices.  Check out their social media, blog, brochure and eZine.  

FIND SERVICES 

A great place to get recommendations is to ask in the WIW Facebook
group or check out the l isted services in the WIW Brochure on their site.

Get quotes and start budgeting how you CAN afford it .  . 

I recommend getting an Editor, Formatter and Cover Designer.  

MARKET BEFORE YOU RELEASE

Start sell ing your book as soon as possible. Look for oportunities to
connect with other authors.  Talk about books that wil l appeal to your
readers.  Get on social media, create a website, get people to sign up to
your newsletter.  

Build the audience ready to sell your book to. 



BREAK THE RULES



BREAK THE RULES



BREAK THE RULES



BREAK THE RULES



BREAK THE RULES



GET INVOLVED

How to belong...

@worldindiewarriors

Join us on Instagram

Follow us on Instagram to hear about
competitions we're hosting, photo
challenges, news and what our members
are up to such as book releases or events.

Tag us @worldindiewarriors for a
chance to be featured on our feed or in
our stories.

Are you a #bookstagrammer? If  you
have an all indie books stack photo, tag
it #AllIndieBooks for a chance to be
featured in our next brochure.

#WorldIndieWarriors

Join us on Facebook

Our FB group is a great place to share
ideas and experiences with other
members, ask questions, get support and
get involved in opportunities to support
indie creatives and diverse voices.  

World Indie Warriors Members



GET INVOLVED

It’s FREE to join. We have a culture of kindness and
support. We don’t have any expectations for membership.
We have opportunities to contribute. Do you HAVE to
contribute. No? But, it’s really appreciated when you do.

Join us on Word Press

Our website has a wealth of
information about us and what we are
up to.

Our blog hosts articles written by our
members covering a wide variety of
subjects showcasing how diverse the
indie community is. Please get in touch if you'd like to

contribute an article too.

https://worldindiewarriors.wordpress.com/

We have got so many fabulous ideas to expand what we do to support the
indie community. Right now is a fabulous time to get involved. 

JOIN US

HELP US

* Tell people about WIW 
* Invite others to join WIW
* Share the WIW brochure 
* Folllow us on Social Media 
* Attend our events 
* Use our hashtags

#worldindiewarriors #WIW
#WIWBooks #WIWMembers



LETTER FROM
MICHELLE RAAB

The World Indie Warriors are striving to help expand the stage for the
indie voices, because indie writers not only are able to serve diverse and
niche audiences, but they can also dare to challenge conventions in a way
that traditional publishing is not able to do. If a writer feels l ike writing a
longer book than what traditionally published convention would suggest,
they can do that. If a writer wants to use l iterary devices that aren’t
trendy, they can do that. There will be readers for both stories that defy
convention, who defy the status quo. For the reader, there is an
opportunity to read something that is raw and fresh in experimentation,
outside of the status quo and conventional.
 
The indie community isn’t just the community of indie writers, but it is
also a place for indie readers to congregate with others craving something
… new, outside of the mainstream. Where traditional publishing is trying
to appeal to a large, wide audience that the companies may have had a
part in creating, indie writers are able to write for an audience with more
nuanced tastes and preferences. For many of these writers, it is because
they are part of that audience. For the indie reader, there is more
potential for reading quirky takes on their favorite tropes and seeing
characters more l ike themselves. Defying conventions isn’t the only way
that indie writers have more freedom of expression. This freedom extends
to opening a space for stories that have been muffled or worse, si lenced.
 
Film and fiction give us the images of what we can dream about who we
can be. Better representation and challenges to problematic tropes occur
when the people creating the entertainment are from the groups being
represented. This isn’t to say that you can’t write a character outside of
your group, be it race, gender, sexual orientation, etc. CD Pulley, a
member of WIW, wrote a must-read blog post on this subject, which
includes excellent advice. To fully realize representation and challenges to
problematic tropes, there needs to be diverse voices creating those
expressions. Freedom of expression is key for expanding the stage for
unique and diverse voices. Even if there are writers and readers who will
connect over these stories, the question always becomes: how will they
find each other?



LETTER FROM
MICHELLE RAAB

Right now, traditional publishing has an infrastructure that is better able
to find readers. Traditional publishers have deals with booksellers and are
able to leverage their leviathanesque size in order to push up the books
on online bookseller searches. Their size and budgets are able to make
their books more visible on booksellers websites and on the bookshelves.
But, that doesn’t mean that we, as indie writers and fans of indie stories,
don’t have the potential of creating our own large infrastructure. We
have something they don’t. We have each other.
 
Together, we can create a crowdsourced a grassroots effort to increase
the visibil ity of indie works.
 
Okay. Imagine this. We have a l isting on the WIW website of all of our
writer-members’ books. If each of our members (writers and readers) --
for example -- blankets the l ibraries and community bulletin boards with
fl iers to visit our website to get a prize (like a free ebook), we then
collectively have had exposure in multiple locations within all of those
cities and towns – all over the world. This is just one way that we can
replace and maybe even surpass the infrastructure that traditional
publishing has in reaching readers.
 
If you’re not already a member, join us in helping to expand the stage for
unique voices. If you’re a writer or reader, this is a great community for
you. If you’re already a member, I extend my deepest gratitude in helping
to make my dream come true of expanding the stage for diversity and
unique expressions of the human experience.
 
We have no expectation of contributions for membership. There are ways
to give back, but it is an appreciated gift and not an expectation. Love is
our most valued contribution. Membership is and will always be FREE.
 
Michelle Raab
Writer. Psychologist. Marketer. Mommy.



https://worldindiewarriors.wordpress.com
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